MISSION
Thriving, Healthy Communities: Inspired, Connected, Transformed

Through theatre, we inspire people to make healthy choices and build strong communities

CORE VALUES

Excellence We design and deliver programs of the highest quality to promote healthy living. Our commitment to those we serve.

Creativity We use the creative process to solve problems, explore possibilities, and encourage others to see the world in new ways.

Play Ignites hearts and minds. We transform complex information into laughter, discovery, and celebration.

Innovation We combine theatre and education to make crucial issues in public health resonate for our audience. We are inventive in our response to an ever-changing world.

Knowledge Empowers people to care for themselves, their families, and their community. We foster knowledge by creating a dynamic learning experience.

Connection We connect to others by listening to our community, respecting individuals, and honoring diversity. We build strong relationships through trust and collaboration.